Sanitizing Equipment & Supplies

Supplies Needed:
1 Gallon carboy fermenting jug
airlock and rubber stopper
racking cane and transfer
tubing w/clamp on one end
Funnel / spoon
2 instant sanitizer packets
Large pot with fitted lid
10 12 oz swing-top glass bottles
Large mixing bowl

Ingredients
1 Gallon All-Natural apple juice
with no preservatives or chemicals
Yeast
1 1/2 cups water
2 tbsp. white sugar

Sanitizing everything that will touch or be used for
making your cider is of the utmost importance.
Wash your large kitchen sink or a large bucket first
with soap and water. gather all your supplies and
equipment and wash your hands well
Following instant sanitizer package directions, fill
the sink or bucket with water and mix.
sanitize the carboy, your pot, utensels, airlock, etc.
by submerging each into the water for 60 seconds
each. rinse and place on clean paper towels.
everything that will come in contact with your cider
must be sanitized.

Preparing Your Cider

Once all your equipment is properly sanitized, use your funnel to add the Apple juice directly into the 1 gallon carboy jug.
Add 1 packet of dry yeast to the juice
plug the top of the carboy with the sanitized stopper. Next, place your clean thumb over the hole and shake the jug vigorously
for at least 60-70 seconds. this process will help aerate the juice to allow the yeast to multiply during the fermentation
process.
Remove the cap from your airlock and fill it up to the "fill" line. Insert the airlock into the rubber stopper
Place the filled carboy in a cool, dry and dark location for ten (10) to fourteen (14) days. When the airlock activity has
completely stopped, your cider will be ready to bottle.
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Priming The Cider Before Bottling
Sanitize your large pot, measuring cup and measuring spoon.
Add 1 1/2 cups water and 2 tbsp. sugar to the pot set over medium-high heat. Stir until
sugar is dissolved and let simmer for 5 minutes, remove from heat, cover and let
cool.

Bottling Your Hard Cider
I recommend bottling your cider with another person. There are several steps that are much
easier if you've got four hands! (MAKE SURE THEY'RE CLEAN!)
repeat the sanitizing process for: swing top bottles
Funnel / racking cane / transfer tubing
Large pot / large mixing bowl / spoon
Now you will siphon the cider from the fermenting carboy into the pot of sugar water to
thoroughly mix them before bottling.
Fill the sanitized bowl with clean water; immerse the transfer tubing with the clamp open and
let it fill completely with water. while still immersed, close the clamp and attach the nonclamped end to the racking cane. (this is your "siphon starter" - See illustration)
Insert the racking cane into the stopper on the fermenting jug, making sure the bottom of the
cane is no too close to the sediment that's formed at the bottom of the carboy.
place the pot of sugar water lower than the carboy. position the clamped tubing end as low
as you can then unclamp. This will start the flow of cider into the tubing. Use the mixing bowl
to catch the water that comes out of the tubing first, then allow the cider to flow into the
pot until you've reached about an inch above the sediment. Stop the flow by clamping the end
of the tubine. thoroughly mix the cider with spoon.

*Courtesy of CraftABrew.com

Repeat siphon process or use the funnel to fill your sanitized swing-top bottles with prepared
cider mixture. Fill the bottles slightly higher than the bottom of the neck, cap bottle and
repeat with remaining cider.
store bottles at room temperature,out of direct sunlight for 2-4 weeks to let the cider age
and form carbonation from the addition of sugar water.
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